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Writing Bingo 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Your writing for the next two 

weeks is to complete as many of 

the ‘Writing Bingo’ challenges. 

Remember to take pictures of 

your work so your parents can 

email school with these and 

share them on Facebook when 

we post a status about it.  

 

Keep safe, keep writing, keep 

using your imagination and keep 

making memories. 

Love Mrs Edwards and Mrs 

Smith x 

Write an acrostic poem about 

your favourite food using the 

letters of the word to start each 

sentence. e.g. pizza: 

p erfectly crispy crust 

i  nto my tummy it goes! 

z esty pineapple toppings 

z  ero pieces left on the plate 

a bsolutely delicious! 

Write an alternative ending to a story 

you already know. What would you 

change? What would you like to 

happen instead?   

Log into your PurpleMash account, 

go into ‘Computing’ and find 

‘2email’. Write an email to Mrs 

Smith and/or Mrs Edwards to tell 

us how you are and what you have 

been doing this week.  

Visit www.pobble365.com and 

look at the image for the day. 

Scroll down and use the story 

starter to write your own story.  

(The image and task change every 

day, so you can do this more than 

once. You might want to change 

the task and write a diary or a 

description like we do in class) 

Write a letter to one of your friends, 

neighbours or family members and 

post it on your daily walk.  

Write a set of instructions for 

making your favourite meal or 

something you have baked or 

cooked at home this week.  

Write an extract in your diary 

describing your activities and 

feelings. What has the weather 

been like? Did you go for some 

exercise? where did you go? 

What school work have you 

completed this week? 

 You may also want to include 

information from the news. 

Draw a character from your favourite 

book and write some detailed 

descriptions around it. Make sure you 

use expanded noun phrases, fronted 

adverbials and a range of punctuation. 

Make sure you include what they look 

like and their personality. Can you 

include some of your favourite things 

about this character and tell us why? 

Complete the PurpleMash task 

‘Henry’s wives’ in your 2dos. You 

will need to research one of the 

wives first. When you open the 

task, watch the video and click on 

‘more’. There is lots of 

information about them there. 

Make sure you save it so we can 

read it afterwards. 

 

http://www.pobble365.com/

